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ABSTRACT

Chapters 8-12 of 1 Samuel have long been studied

as a· source of information about the development of a·.
monarchy in ancient Israel. In modern scholarship the
.,

narrative in these chapters has usually been approached4 •
from the methodological perspective of historical criti-

cism, in which an attempt is made to reconstruct both

the historical events described in the narrative and

the historical process of composition that resulted in

the narrative. The result of 200 years of such study

is that 1 Sam 8-12 is no longer read as a literary unit;

individual units of the text are ascribed to various

authors writing in various times and places, with var- ('

ious opinions about the concept of an Israelite monarchy .
.

The hypothesis explored in this dissertation- is

that it may yet be possible, perhaps even necessary, to

read 1 Sam 8-12 as a literary whole in order to under

stand it properly. Moreover, initial. surveying of the

literary and rhetorical features of the narrative sug

gest that it is necessary to read 1. Sam 8-12 in the~

light of 1 Sam I-i. Taken together, the various scenes
•

in 1 Sam 1-12 constitute an episode in the continuing

story of the theological-political experiment that was

.-
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ancient Israel's national existence. wnen these twelve

chapters are read together, they are found to contain a

coherent exploration of a single problem experienced by

ancient Israel as it attempted to live in a covenantal

relationship with its national God, Yahweh.

The methodological approach used in this disser

tation may be characterized as a close reading of the

text tha~ attempts to discover the literary techniques

of Hebrew narrative, to describe these techniques, and

to use the resulting understanding of Hebrew narratology

to understand and interpret the ideas presented by the

narrative. The basic premise of this approach is that

in order to understand an ancient text from a foreign

culture, the modern reader must allow his reading to be

guided and educated by the literary conventions of the

text. The most basic requirement for this type of

reading is that the reader describe the narrative,

rather than evaluating it, either as literature or

history.
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CHAPTER I

THE LITE~~Y .~ALYSIS OF 1 SAMUEL 8-12

1. Review of Scholarship

The modern interpre~ation of 1 Sam 8-12, the

conventional delimitation of the narrative describing

the-rise of the Israelite monarchy, has _usually been
....

under~aken using the methodology of historical criti-

cism. The goal of historical criticism is to answer

the questions "What actually happened?" and "Why?"

about events reported in the Bible (E: Krentz 1975:37).

In view of -this ultimate goal it is necessary that the

historical critic be circumspect about his narrative

sources, the biblical.books, which also have a history

tha~ must be investigated.

The writer's position as an observe~, his
<

internal consistency, his bias or prejudices,

and his'abilities as a writer all affect

the accuracy of what he knows and the com-
e

petence of the report. Where'more than one

report exists, they must be compared. If

they disagree, this does not automatically

mean that one is wrong. Differences may

arise from the writers' position for

1
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obserVation (Krentz 1975:44).

Before one can approach "what happened and why it

happened," one must penetrate through the socio-'
• . *

historical context of the narrator who has filtered

"what happened and why" in constructing his own nar-

rative account.

The history of historical critical reckoning

with 1 Sam 8-12 shows a continual focus on two features

of the narrative that. block the path to "what happened

ana why." First, there seem to be three conflicting

accounts of Saul's inauguration as king: 1. Chapters
,.

9:1-10:16, Saul is ~~ointed to be nagid,....designate .. ;

2. Chapter ~0:17-27, Saul is chosen by lot to be

king; 3. Chapter 11:1-15, Saul is made king in Gilgal

after proving himself 'in battle (A. Weiser 1961:159-6~:

The perception of redundancy and inconsistency among.
"

these three accounts has led to the explanation that

separate traditions or redactors have contributed to

the narrative in the course of its transmission.

This approach is evident in the Einleitung of J.G.

Eichhorn, "So sind die BUcher durch die Beitrage. .

verschiedener Zeitalter entstanden, auch durch.die

Hande verschiedener Uberarbeiter gegangen und unter

ve~schiedenen Gestalten und.Ausgaben 1m Umlauf )



Historical criticism has accounted for this

3

gewesen, bis sie ihre jetzige Form erhalten haben"

. (paraphrased by H.J. Stoebe 1973:35).

Secondly, 'these separate accounts or tradi-

tions. in 1 Sam 8-12 seem to display markedly different

attitudes towards the monarchy a~ an institution and

towards King Saul himself. For example, in 8:7-8

the people's request for a king is characterized as

rejection of God and equated with idolatry. This

negative perception of the monarchy is also evident

in ·10:17-19 and 12:1-25. On the other hand, in

9:1-10:16 God himself sends a man to Samuel to be
A A

anointed nagid. The task of the niigid is strikingly

,/ ~iscent of Moses:' task in Exod 3: 7-10. He is to'

/' sa~e Israel 'from the hand of the Philistines (9: 16) •

~ Saul himself is praised in 9:2 and 10:23-24 but dis

'""-paraged in 10:27.
-
,~

multiplicity' of opposing viewpoin1;s on "what actually

happenea" with a hypothesis of multiple authorship

"from various periods of Israelite literary history.

So J. Wellhausen, wno discerns only two separate

literary sources in 1 Sam 8-12, suggests" "In the

great difference which separates these two narratives

we recognize the'mental interval between two .different

,
.'

·'
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ages" (1973:253).

The, history of modern critical examination of

1 Sam 8-12 before Wellhausen exhibits several varia~

tions on the h;pathesis of mUltiple successive'author

sh~p.l Wellhausen wove the separate strands of his. -,'

predecessors' hypotheses,.. into one unified account of
, '',..:

the narrative's development.

Wellhausen was able to correlate the two basic

PFobl~ms in 1 Sam 8-12~the three varying accounts of

the inauguration of a monarchy and the two conflicting

views of that institution--by dividing the narrative

into what he saw.as two separate versions (1899:240).

One, anti-monarchic in viewpoint, appears in chs. 8,

10:17-27:, 'and 12. 'The other, pro'-lIl.onarchic, is seen

in chs. 9:1-10:16 and 11.

It is obvious from the number ~~ellhausen's

literary strands--two--that he has subsumed the pro-
0'

blem of three varying accounts to the c~iterion of

pro- or anti-monarchism. He accomplishes this con-

junction of two of the accounts, 9:1-10:16 and ch. 11,

by noting that 9:16 is, literarily"speaking, inconclu-

sive, and requires the events of ch. 11 for a satis-

factory resolution of events initiated in 9:1-10:16

(1973:251). What seemed, therefore, to be two
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accounts of Saul's rise to power is in fact one; in

9:1-10:16 Saul is only king de jure, he becomes king

de facto when he proves himself 'i~ ~h. il (1973:250).

H~ving resolved the literary problems of the
.

narrative, Wellhausen proceeds t~ explain the rela-

tionship between the ~wo versions. He relates the

two by setting each version within the context pf
--

Israelite history and the-history of Israelite liter-

ature. The pro-monarchic version is ea~lier and

expresses ancient Israe~~s gratitude ~o the men and

-institutions that ended the anarchy and oppression

characteristic of the period of the judges (1973:254).

The anti-monarchic version presented in chs. 8, 10:17

19, and 12 is the product of the exilic or post-exilic

religious community. Those people knew nothing of
- .

government or sta~ehood and so retrojected their

~heocratic concerns back to the early history of the

monarchy (1973:255-56). The anti-monarchic version is

much later than the pro-monarchic and is dependent on

the latter; the anti-monarchic is unhistorical,'the

pro-monarch~c_is the genuine tradition (1973:255).

For Wellhausen, the establishment of an

historic~l setting for each strand of the narrative

takes the-place ,of spe~ific textual interpretation.

-b
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Any statement or view in either version is understood

in the context of the histo~ical milieu of its author

rather than in its existing literary context. The

two versions are compared and contrasted but the
,

explanation of their differences is always traced to

h " h"" 1 2t e~r separate ~stor~ca contexts.

Wellhausen's analysis of 1 Sam 8-12 is the

classic formulation of scholarship in his day, but it

is even more important for the paradigmatic role it

has played in subsequent scholarship. Although there

have been two broad shifts in

mechanisms of literary gro~th

hypotlies~s about
.t.:-;.

and accretion in

the

the

narrative--from'Wellhausen's two separate versions,

to three separate and possibly contemporary traditions

(e.g., A. Weiser 1962

J
'G. Wallis 1968; C. Hauer

1967) to comp~exes of on , two' or even three redac

tions of earlier tradit" ns (e.g., Npth 1967;

Boecker 1969; Birch 1976; Veijola 1977; Langlamet

1978; McCarter 1980)--few examinations have stepped

outside Wellhausen's paradigm:

Wellbausen's Paradigm

1. The separat~ _components that toge~her.-.
make up 1 2am 8-12 must be isolated.

presupposes that the two problems of

r"

This first step

conflict? and

\






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































